The first meeting of the Curator's Committee was held on the 5th, and was attended by the Chairmen of the Sub-Committees of the University. The next meeting will be held on the 13th.

Afternoon, 1-30: Special meeting of the Sectional Committees of the University.

Evening, 7-30: Harbour excursion by the Commissioners of the Harbour Trust.

Wednesday, August 26. - Morning, 10-00: Meetings of all sections at the University. Afternoon: Special visit to the University.

Wednesday, August 26. - Afternoon: Special visit to the University.

Thursday, August 27. - Afternoon: The overseas visitors depart for Sydney; about 200 proceed to Brisbane, the remainder to New Zealand.

Brisbane Meeting.


Tuesday, September 1: The overseas party leaves Brisbane, some returning south, others proceeding homeward via Java.

Advance Party in Western Australia.

The advance party will arrive at Fremantle on July 28 and leave on August 4. During the week the following arrangements will be carried out:


Special lectures: Lectures on the "Concerns of the Workers' Educational Association.

Special excursions at Kalgoorlie: Mr. C. A. Buckmaster, M.A., Assistant Secretary to the Board of Education, London, on "Mining Education in England." Excursions will be divided into sections of the party as follows: (a) Botanical: Lismore and Canning, Moggomber, and the southern coastal district. (b) Geological: Kalgoorlie and other goldfields. (c) River excursions: Toowoomba, Mary River, and the Southern Tableland. (d) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (e) Zoological: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (f) Aquatic: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (g) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (h) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (i) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (j) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (k) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (l) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (m) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (n) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (o) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (p) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (q) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (r) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (s) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (t) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (u) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (v) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (w) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (x) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (y) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts. (z) Darwin: At the Albert Hall, Darwin, and surrounding districts.